Introduction

19
Drug combinations have an established history in treating disease, dating to the MOPP regimen for rial space quickly grows unwieldy. As a result, any computational technique to either guide readily 26 testable candidates or reliably predict the effect of drug combinations would be desirable. In this 27 study, using the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a test platform, we determine whether 28 the effect of drug pairs can be predicted from genetic interactions between their target genes.
29
The effect of a drug combination can be classified as synergistic, antagonistic, or additive.
30
Two drugs are synergistic if they cause a significantly greater growth defect than expected, based 31 on the effect of each drug individually. Antagonism is similar, although the effect is far more 32 pronounced growth than expected. Drug additivity implies that no interaction exists between the 33 agents, and the resulting phenotype is the sum of each drug's individual effect. There is more than 34 one choice of a null model that defines the ''expected effect" -commonly used models include 
36
Previous studies to uncover genetic interactions as a mechanism underlying drug combi- 
45
We hypothesized that the proximity in a genetic interaction network between one drug's 46 target genes and another drug's targets controls the degree to which the drug pair is synergistic or antagonistic. In particular, rather than considering only direct interactions between genes, our 48 approach factored in whether a gene is within a neighborhood of (though not necessarily adjacent were assigned by reversing the ϵ values. For instance, the strongest genetically interacting pair was 65 assigned an edge weight with the smallest ϵ instead. All edge weights were set to be non-negative. functions [Cohen, 1999] . For the purpose of measuring the distance between two sets of nodes, 
and the pmf for X is constructed from the frequencies of all possible node pair distances between
87
A and B as found from Dijkstra's algorithm.
88
In a weighted network, we have
89
Predicting Drug Synergy and Antagonism from Genetic Interaction Neighborhoods
where by choosing x 0 to be the minimum edge weight P(X ref = network was reasonably consistent with that from the weighted network.
112
For the antagonism case, the gold standard was constructed from another experimental screen (Table 1) . In fact, the results suggest that 118 the farther apart one set of target inhibition genes is from those of a second compound in the 119 positive genetic network, the more likely the compound pairs are to be antagonistic. Strikingly, 120 in contrast to the synergy case above, the AUC value from the unweighted network was quite far 121 apart from that of the weighted network.
122
Genetic interaction strength is moderately correlated with network distance
123
One assumption underlying our hypothesis was that any two genes that were not adjacent in the 
130
The network distance of a gene pair was once again the distance computed from Dijkstra's algorithm 131 as described above, such that smaller distances implied stronger interaction and consequently larger 132 |ϵ |. Therefore, we expected to observe negative correlations for both negative and positive genetic.
133
As shown in Figure 1 , indeed the Spearman's rank correlation correlation is in fact moderately 134 negative and statistically significant. Synergy and antagonism prediction performance assessed by AUC, the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Table 1 : Chemical compound pairs were scored and ranked for synergy or antagonism by the distance between their inhibition targets in a genetic interaction network. The predictions were validated through receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis with true interactions labeled according to gold standards for synergy and antagonism. In the synergy case, target gene proximity is only marginally more predictive than random for chemical synergy or antagonism.
Figures
211 Figure 1 : The magnitude of the genetic interaction score ϵ is moderately anti-correlated with gene network distance. Thus, the greater the growth deviation from expectation of a double mutant, the closer the two genes are in the genetic interaction network.
